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Let Y = (X, (R,), 0 < i < d) be a symmetric d-class association scheme, with inter- 
section numbers ps and Krein parameters qt (0~ h, i, j< d), and for each i 
(0~ i<d) define the ith (reduced) intersection diagram D, (resp. representation 
diagram D:) on the nodes 0, I,..., d by drawing an undirected arc between any 
distinct h, j for which pl;> 0 (resp. qt> 0). Y is called P-polynomial (resp. 
Q-polynomial) if some D, (resp. 0:) is a path. We obtain positive semi-definite 
matrices G(i) and G(i)* (0 <i< d) that yield new inequalities for the pi and 41;. We 
show for each i (06 i<d), 0: being a forest, the vanishing of G(i), and the 
existence of a certain geometric representation of X are all equivalent. A similar 
result relates G(i)* and Di. Denoting by a leaf in any diagram a node adjacent to 
exactly one other, we show there is at most one leaf besides the O-node in any con- 
nected 0: for a P-polynomial scheme. We combine this with the above results and 
get an interpretation of the Q-polynomial property for P-polynomial schemes. 
Finally, we use equations induced by the vanishing of some G(i) to obtain a simple 
proof of a theorem of D. Leonard, that the intersection numbers of a P- and 
Q-polynomial scheme can be found from 5 parameters. <c 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTION 
Let Y = (X, { Ri}, 0 G i < d) be a symmetric d-class association scheme 
(see Definition 1.2) and let p$ and qi (0 <A, i, j< d) be the intersection 
numbers and Krein parameters of Y. For each i (0 < i < d), define the ith 
(reduced) intersection diagram Di (resp. representation diagram 0:) on the 
nodes (0, l,..., d} by drawing an undirected arc between any two distinct 
nodes h and j for which pi > 0 (resp. qg > 0). Y is said to be P-polynomial 
(resp. Q-polynomial) if Di (resp. 0:) is a path for some i. In this paper we 
relate the geometry of Y to the structure of Di and 0: (0 < i < d). In our 
first main result, Theorem 2.3, we find a set of positive semi-definite 
matrices G(i) and G(i)* (0 < i < d) that yield new inequalities involving the 
intersection numbers and Krein parameters of any association scheme Y. 
* Partially supported by NSF Grant 850 4055. 
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These inequalities are implied by the non-negativety of the intersection 
numbers and Krein parameters (the Krein condition, in Bannai and Ito [ 1, 
p. 69]), but very useful. In Theorem 2.5 we show that for each i (0 6 i < d), 
0: being a forest (a disjoint union of trees), the vanishing of G(i), and the 
existence of a certain geometric representation of Y are all equivalent. A 
similar result relates Di and G(i)*. We remark the vanishing of the matrix 
G(i) (resp. G(i)*) when 0: (resp. Di) is a forest gives many equations 
relating the intersection numbers (resp. Krein parameters) of Y. It is hoped 
these equations will shed enough light on association schemes possessing 
both an intersection diagram Di (i # 0) and a repesentation diagram 0: 
(j#O) that are forests to enable us to classify them. This is a generalization 
of a problem of Bannai and Ito [l, p. 1851 concerning the classification of 
P- and Q-polynomial assocation schemes. 
In Section 3 we confine our attention to P-polynomial schemes. Since 
Bannai and Ito [l] and Stanton [ 121 have observed that for da 13, all the 
known P-polynomial schemes are either Q-polynomial or related to one via 
the action of “halving” bipartite graphs or taking antipodal quotients, one 
asks, what representation diagrams can appear in a P-polynomial scheme? 
Our Theorem 3.3 gives a partial answer. Denoting by a leaf in a diagram 
any node adjacent to exactly one other, we prove there is at most one leaf 
besides the O-node (which is always a leaf) in any connected representation 
diagram. In particular if some representation diagram is a tree, it is a path, 
and the scheme is Q-polynomial. We combine this information with 
Theorem 2.5 and obtain the following result, which gives a geometric inter- 
pretation of the Q-polynomial property for P-polynomial schemes. 
THEOREM 1.1. A symmetric association scheme Y = (X, {Ri}, 0 < i< d) 
possesses a reduced representation diagram which is a tree if and only if X 
can be represented by a set {x* 1 x E X} of distinct unit vectors spanning 
some Euclidean space U, <, >, such that 
(i) (x*, y*) depends only on the i for which (x, y)~ Ri (1.1) 
(ii) for all XE X and all i (0 < i< d), the vector 
c YEX,(X,y,ERi y* is a scalar multiple of x* (1.2) 
(iii) for all x, y E X and all i, j (0 < i, j < d), the vector 
c ~EX,(X,~)ER,,(Z.~)ER, z*-c WE X,(X.W)E R,,(n,,y)~ R, w* is a 
scalar multiple of x* - y*. (1.3) 
Furthermore, tf Y is P-polynomial, the above phrase “possesses a reduced 
representation diagram which is a tree” can be replaced by “is Q-polynomial.” 
We mention one significance of (1.3). We say the 4-tuples (x,, x2, xj, x4) 
and (yl, y2, y3, y4) of elements from X have the same type if (xi, xi) and 
( yi, yj) are in the same associate class of Y for all i, j (1 < i, j < 4). Denote 
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by n, the number of 4-tuples from X of type T. Also, for any X, y E X and 
any i, j (0 Q i< d), denote by rii(x, y) the vector on the left in (1,3). By 
computing the various (rii(x, y), rsr(x, y)) (0 d i, j, s, t < d), we show in a 
subsequent paper that much more information about the n+s is obtainable 
from the intersection numbers of a scheme satisfying Theorem 1.1 than is 
obtainable in general. In fact, for P- and Q-polynomial schemes, we show 
all nr’s can be determined given the intersection numbers and [d/2] free 
parameters (which must satisfy certain inequalities). This result should 
be of use when classifying schemes by the intersection numbers. See, for 
example, Egawa [S] for the Hamming graph and Huang [6] for its 
q-analog, Neumaier [9] and Terwilliger [ 151 for the Johnson graph and 
Sprague [ 111 for its q-analog. 
In our last result, Theorem 3.4, we use the equation induced by the 
vanishing of some G(i) to obtain a simple proof a theorem of Leonard [8], 
that the intersection numbers of a P- and Q-polynomial scheme can be 
determined from live parameters. 
For the rest of this section we define our terms and give some 
background information. We refer the reader to Bannai and Ito [ 11, 
Delsarte [4], or Sloane [lo] for details. For any positive integer d let [d] 
be the set (0, l,..., d), and set 
S, = {(i, j) 1 i, jC [d], i<j}. (1.4) 
DEFINITION 1.2. A symmetric d-class association scheme (or simply, 
scheme) is a configuration Y = (X, {R;}, 0 G id d) consisting of a finite set 
X and symmetric relations R,, R, ,..., R, on X, where 
0) R. = ((x9 xl I x E X} is the identity relation; 
(ii) for every x, yeX, (x, y) E Rj for exactly one iE [d]; 
(iii) for any h, i, Jo [d] and any x, y E X with (x, y) E R,, the number 
of z E X, where (x, z) E Ri and (z, y) E Ri depends only on h, i, and j. We 
denote this number by pt.. 
We call the pi intersection numbers and the Ri associate classes of Y. 
In the following discussion set n = 1 X(. Let the adjacency matrices 
A0 =I, Al,..., A, of Y have rows and columns indexed by X and satisfy 
Cl if (x, JI)ER~ 
(x, yex, ie Cdl). Airy = 1 0 ‘_’ otherwise 
By (iii) of Definition 1.2 these matrices 
A,A,= i p;Ah 
h=O 
satisfy 
(4 jE Cdl) 
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so they span an algebra J$( Y) over R, called the Bose-Mesner algebra. Let 
Eo, E, ,..., Ed be the primitive idemtents of A$( Y), ordered so nE, = J, the all 
ones matrix, and let P and Q be the degree d+ 1 matrices whose i, jth 
entries pj( i) and qj(i) are defined by 
Aj = f pi(i) Ei 
and 
i=O 
d 
Ej =npl c qj(i) Ai. 
i=O 
The Krein parameters qi (h, i, jcz [d]) of Y are defined by 
(1.5) 
Ei*Ej=nel i qF!?$h, (1.6) 
h=O 
where ’ is Hadamard (entrywise) multiplication. Setting ki = pz and 
mi=qz (iE Cd]), by Bannai and Ito [l, p.631 we have kjqi(j)=mipj(i) 
(i, Jo Cd]), so we can define the degree d + 1 Cosine matrix C, whose ijth 
entry cj( i) satisfies 
c,(i)=qj(i)m,:’ 
= pi(j) k,: ’ (i, jE EdI 1. (1.7) 
The following are immediate from well-known equations that appear in 
the above references. 
kh p; = ki pLj (h, i, Jo Cdl) 
m,q$ = miqij (k 6 jE Cdl) 
dk = bhi (h, iE Cdl) 
i &t(j) = kict(i) c,(h) (h, i, t E Cdl 1 
j=O 
d 
c q~cj(t)=mici(t) Ch(f) (k i, tE Cdl) 
,f=O 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
pi=kikjnp’ 5 mfcf(h) cf(i) cf(A (k i, jE Cdl) (1.11) 
f=O 
q$ = mimjn-’ i kf C,(f) CLf) Cj(f) (h, 6 jE Cdl 1 (l-12) 
f=O 
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For sake of notation we write c,(j) = 0 for any integers i, j, where i or j is 
not in [d]. We will need the following fact about the intersection and 
representation diagrams defined at the beginning of this paper. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let i6 [d]. Then the number of connected components of Di 
(resp. DT) is equal to the number qf jE [d] for which ci(i)= 1 (resp. 
ci( j) = 1). 
Proof We consider Di only, as the argument for 0: is similar. Define 
the full intersection diagram FDi on the nodes (0, l,..., d) by drawing a 
directed arc from the node h to the node j whenever pk > 0, and give that 
arc the label p$. We may have loops in this diagram, and by (1.8) there is 
an arc from h to j if there is an arc from j to h (h, jg Cd]). Dj is obtained 
from FDi by removing labels, loops, and fusing all arc pairs (h, j) and (j, h) 
that may exist in FDi into a single undirected arc. Of course the number of 
components in Di and FDi is the same. Now let Bi be the incidence matrix 
for FDi; that is the degree d + 1 matrix whose hj th entry is the label on the 
edge from h to j, if an edge exists, and 0 if no edge exists. By ( 1.10) we have 
BjC= Ck, diag{c,(i)= 1, cl(i),..., cd(i)}. (1.13) 
In particular column 1 of C, the all l’s vector, is an eigenvector for B,. 
Because the entries in Bi are non-negative, a theorem of Frobenius [7, 
p. 285-2891 now implies the multiplicity of the maximal eigenvalue ki of Bj 
equals the number of components of FD,. The result now follows from 
(1.13). 1 
Let d(Y) act on a Euclidean space V, <, >, possessing an orthonor- 
ma1 basis which we identify with the elements of X, and write V= 
vf) + v, + ... + V, as an orthogonal direct sum of its maximal subspaces 
invariant under d(Y). Let nj be the orthogonal projection of V onto Vi 
(Jo Cd]), and order the invariant subspaces so that for allje [d], Ej is the 
matrix representing rcj relative to the above mentioned basis of V. Since 
E; = E,! = Ej (je [d]) we may view Ej as the Gramm matrix of the vectors 
{ zj(x) I x E X}, from which it follows by (1.5) that 
(xi(x), nj(y)) =m,n-‘cj(i) when (x, y)gR, (x, y.sX). (1.14) 
We also have 
n,(x) = C CEj)yxY 
VEX 
(1.15) 
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2. THE INTERSECTION AND REPRESENTATION DIAGRAMS 
In this section we study a fixed scheme Y = (X, {R}, 0 6 i < d), and find 
new inequalities for the intersection numbers and Krein parameters. We 
show the significance of their attaining equality is that a certain intersection 
or representation diagram of Y is a forest, and that this occurrence gives 
rise to a certain geometric representation of Y. Theorems 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 
are our main results. The vector space V and projections n,, ?rl ,..., red refer 
to those mentioned after Lemma 1.3. The symbol [d] is defined above line 
(1.4) and the c,(j) constants are from (1.7). 
DEFINITION 2.1. For any i E [d], set 
Cd]; = fi I jE t&l, cj(i) Z 1 ) 
and 
Cdl? = {j I iE Cdl, c,(j) z 1). 
DEFINITION 2.2. For any t E [d], let G(t) and G(t)* be the matrices 
whose rows and columns are indexed by S,, where 
h=O 
-c 
kh(Ct(i) - ct(j))(ct(i’) - c*(P)) PiJPFj 
h E Cdl: 1 -c,(h) 
((i, A E Sd, (i’, j’) E S,) 
G( t)i”i,j~ = ~ mhCh( t)(q~‘q~’ - q&,q~j) 
h=O 
-c 
mh(Ci( 2) - cj( t))(ci’( t) - c)‘(t)) qiq;j 
he Cdlr 1 - Ch(f) 
((i, j) E Sd, (i’v j’) E S,). 
THEOREM 2.3. The matrices G(t) and G(t)* from Definition 2.2 are 
positive semi-definite for all i, je [d]. In particular we have 
f hdh)(pk-+ (pi)‘) 
h=O 
_ c ‘bz(C,(i) - C,(j))2(P;)2 > O 
h E Cdl; 
l-c,(h) ’ (2.1) 
14 
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h=O 
-c 
mh(ci(t)- cj(t))2(4~)2 , o 
h E Cdl, l-c),(t) ’ ’ 
The proof of this appears after Corollary 2.11. We now give a geometric 
interpretation of the vanishing of some G(t) or G(t)*. 
DEFINITION 2.4. For any i, Jo [d] and any x, y E X let P&x, y) and 
Q&x, y) be the vectors in V satisfying 
P&Y Y) = c z 
ZEX 
(X,Z)E R, 
(=..vl~ R, 
and 
Q&X, Y)’ 1 (ni(X)v nAZ)>(nj(Y), nj(Z)>Z. 
2EX 
THEOREM 2.5. Pick any t E [d]. Then the followng are equivalent, 
(i) The representation diagram 0: is a forest. 
(ii) nt(Pij(X+ Y)-pji(x2 Y)) is a scalar multiple of X,(X - y) for all 
x, y E X and all i, Jo [d]. 
(iii) G(t) is the 0 matrix. 
Furthermore the forest (i) is a tree tf and only tf the vectors in 
{z,(x) 1 XE X} are distinct. 
THEOREM 2.6. Pick any t E [d]. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) The intersection diagram D, is a forest. 
(ii) n,(QJx, Y) - Qjdx, Y)) is a scalar multiple of n,(x - y) for all x, 
y E X with (x, y) E R, and all i, j, r E [d]. 
(iii) G(t)* is the 0 matrix. 
Furthermore the forest in (i) is a tree if and only if x,(x) #a,(y) for all 
rE[d] andallx, y~Xwith (x, ~)ER,. 
The proofs follow Lemma 2.19. We will need the following preliminary 
results. 
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DEFINITION 2.7. Let V be the tensor product V = V@ VC3 V and 
endow V with the inner product ( , ) in such a way that 
{x @ y @ z ( x, y, z E X} is an orthonormal basis. Then we note 
(uQvQw,u’Qv’Qw’)=(u,u’) (v,v’) (w, w’.) (2.2) 
for all U, v, w, u’, v’, w’ E I’. For any i E [d] define the subspace Yi of VC3 I/ 
by Yj = ((x0 y ) x, y E X, (x, Y)E Rj}) (where ( ) means spanned by) 
and write Vi = Yi @ V and V,? = V&I V@ Vi (in Cd]). Here l/i is the ith 
invariant subspace of V. Finally let pi and p,? (in [d]) be the orthogonal 
projections from V onto Vi and VF, respectively, which we note satisfy 
pi(xQyQz)= iQyQz 1 
if (x, y)ERi 
otherwise 
(x, Y, ZEX, k ca (2.3) 
p*(xQyQz)=xQyQ~,(z) (x, y, ZeK iE Cdl). (2.4) 
We also note pi and 43 commute for all i, Jo [d]. 
We now define subspaces W and W, of V, and produce two bases for 
each; H and H* for W, and H, and H: for W,. We then study the action 
of pi and p,? on these bases. 
DEFINITION 2.8. For any i, Jo [d] set 
and define the set H and H, by 
H= (eu 1 i, Jo [d]} 
H, = { eu - eji 1 (i, j) E S,}. 
We also set W = (H) and W, = (H, ). 
DEFINITION 2.9. For any s, t E [d] set 
e$ = n C n,(z) 0 n,(z) Q z 
:EX 
and define the sets H* and H: by 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
H*={e$Is,tE[d]} 
H: = (e2 - ez I (s, t) E S,). 
582a/45/1-2 
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LEMMA 2.10. H* and H: are contained in W and W,, respectively. 
ProoJ: Applying (1.14) and (1.15) to (2.7), we get 
e,*,=n C C C (G4, U)> (n,(y), 7M) XQYQZ 
zGXxeX.vtX 
=m,m,n-’ i i c,(i) c,(j) eV (s, t E [d]) 
i=Oj=() 
and 
d-1 d 
e*-e*=m m  npl 
SI ts s, i:. j=E+ 1 k(i) CM - c,(i) c,(j)) 
x (eu - eji) ((s, t) E Sd). I 
LEMMA 2.11. For all i, j, s, t E [d] we have 
(e,, esr) = 6, Gj,nkikj 
and 
(2.8) 
(e$, e,*,> = 6, Gj,nmimj. (2.9) 
In particular H and H* are orthogonal bases for W, while H, and H: are 
orthogonal bases for W, . 
Proof: Line (2.8) follows immediately from (2.2) and (2.5). To see (2.9), 
apply (1.14), (2.2), and the orthogonality of the invariant subspaces of V to 
get 
<e$, e,*,> = n C ~i(Z)Q~j(Z)QZ,n 1 n,(w)Q~,(w)Qw 
Z‘5.Y WEX > 
= 6, Gj,nmimj. 1 
We now compute the Gramm matrices of the sets p,(H,), p,(H:), 
p.?YH,), and p:(H:) (t E Cd]). We first compute the effect of pt and p: on 
H, and Ht. 
LEMMA 2.12. For all i, j, t E [d] we have 
(.v). R, (x,.v)t R, 
(.v.i) t R, 
(2.10) 
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pXev)= C C C X@Y@~Z) 
ZEX XSX YCX 
(X,Z)E RZ(YJ)E Rj 
zGYe$)=n 1 ~i(z)Onj(Z)OX~(z)* 
IEX 
Proof. Immediate from (1.15) and (2.3)-(2.7). fl 
LEMMA 2.13. For any i, j, r, s, t E [d] we have 
(Pt(e,i), p,(eJ> =dir GjsnktP$. 
In particular for any t E [Id] we have 
WnKer(p,)=({ev(i,j~[d],p~=O}). 
Proof. Immediate from (2.10). 
LEMMA 2.14. For any i, j, r, s, t E [d] we have 
(pF(e$), piYe,*,)> =6ir djsnmttGj. 
In particular, for any t E [d] we have 
WnKer(p:)= ({e$ ( i,jE [d], q;=O}). 
Proof. ‘By (2.13), (2.2), (1.14), and (1.12) we have 
(pT(e,i)p &Ye,*,)> 
(2.15) 
\ 
=n ’ ( zllxni(z)@~j(z)@nt(z)~ ~~xn,(w)on,(W)~?r,cW)) 
=n2 1 1 Cndz), n,(W)) (Xj(Z), X,(W)) (X,(Z), a,(w)) 
ZEX WSX 
= 6ir 6jTimjmt f kfci(f) cj(f) C*(f) 
/=O 
= 6, Gjsnm,q;, 
as desired. m 
17 
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LEMMA 2.15. For any t E [d] we have 
and 
W, n Ker(p:) = ( { ez. - e$ 1 (r, .Y) E Sd, q:, = 0) ). (2.16) 
Proof: Immediate from (2.14)-(2.15). 1 
LEMMA 2.16. For all i, j, r, s, t E [d] we hoe 
(2.17) 
and 
h=O 
(2.18) 
ProoJ To obtain (2.17), use (2.11) and (1.14), and recall (w, w’) =6,,,. 
(wEX) to get 
C 
ZEX x0x y’ E x 
(x,:)ER~ (y,z)~R, (i’.i’) E R, (y’,z’) E R, 
x (x,x’> (Y, Y’> (J.cn,(z), n,(z’)) 
= 1 c 1 c <n,(z), n (z’)) 
ZEXZ’EX xex .” E x 
(x.z) E R, (.v,z) E R, 
(w‘) E R, ( y,z’) E R _I 
= m, i khp~p,!$,(hh 
h=O 
as desired. To obtain (2.18), we recall from (1.11) that 
pi.= k,k/ i mhch(e) ch(f) Ch(t) (e, f, t E Cdl). 
h=O 
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and use (1.14) and (2.13) to get 
=mimjmrmsnpl i f kt&ci(e) cj(f) c,(e) c,(f) 
e=Of=O 
d 
= k, 1 m,c,(t) 
h=O ( 
m,m,n-’ i Koch cite) c.(e)) 
e=O 
~’ f k,%(f) Q(f) G(f)) 
f=O 
d 
=k, 1 mhch(t) &?;, 
h=O 
giving (2.18). i 
COROLLARY 2.17. For all i, j, r, s, t E [d] we have 
(p:te,i - ejj)y p:leOh - ed) = 2khmt&(c,(4 - c,(j)) 
(ptte$ - e$ h pfeOh * -f&o)) = hhk,&(Ci(t) - C#)). 
In particular 
(p?(eOj -ep)9 i?leOh -em)) = 2&,k,mt(l - C,(j)) 
<P,(e$j -e,%), p,(&h - 6%)) = 26jtPhkt(l - cjft)) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
SO the sets {p,?(eoj -ep) 1 jo [d]:} and {p,(e,*, -e$,) I jo Cd],} each con- 
tain orthogonal vectors. We also note (2.19) and (2.20) imply p:(eoj) and 
pF(e,u) (resp. p,(eo*,) and p,(eJ,)) are distinct if and only if jE [d]: (resp. 
jE Cdl,). 
ProoJ Immediate from (2.17) and (2.18), in view of (1.8). 1 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.3 by showing G(t) (resp. G(t)*) is 
the Gramm matrix of a set of vectors obtained from p:(H,) (resp. p,(H:)). 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We consider G(t) only, as the G(t)* case is 
similar. Let t E [d] be given, and let F, be the subspace of V: defined by 
J’, = (b3eoj -ep) I jE Cdl?}>. (2.21) 
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For any (i, j) E Sd, let fi, be the projection of p,?(eq -e,i) into the 
orthogonal complement of F, in VT. This gives 
hj = PF(eij - e,,) - C ~~~p.3eoh - ehd (2.22) 
h E Cd; 
where, by the orthogonality of the vectors in (2.21) and by Corollary 2.17, 
we have 
Ih= (p?te,j -e,;)T p:teoh -eho)> 
’ (p3eoh - ehO)T !?teoh - ehO) > 
=Pj;Mi) - CAlI) 
1 -c,(h) 
(hEC4:,i,jEL-4). 
Using (2.22), Lemma 2.16, and Corollary 2.17, one now verifies 
making G(t) a Gramm matrix and hence positive semi-definite. Line (2.1) 
now follows from the non-negativity of the diagonal entries in G(t). 1 
We are now going to show the dimension of the image of p, p: acting on 
W, shrinks to at most one in the limiting case when either the intersection 
diagram D, or the representation diagram 0: is a forest. We do this by 
combining subsets of H, and H: to form an independent set in W, that 
becomes a basis for W, in the above mentioned limiting cases, and on 
which the action of p,p: is easy to describe. 
LEMMA 2.18. For all t E [d], the vectors 
(e,j-epIj~Cdl:)u(e~-e~I(r,s)~S,,q:,=0) (2.23) 
are independent. The vectors 
(eo*s-e,*,Is~Cdl,}u(eii-eiiI(i,i)~Sd,P:i.=O} (2.24) 
are also independent. 
Proof: If (2.23) is false, by (2.16) the subspace of W, spanned by the set 
on the left in that line intersects Ker(p:) non-trivially. Thus the vectors 
{PI*(eoj -eJ I Jo Cdl71 are not independent. However, by Corollary 2.17 
these vectors are orthogonal, so (2.23) is true. Line (2.24) is proved 
similarly. i 
We need one more lemma before proving Theorem 2.5. 
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LEMMA 2.19. For any t E [d], the number of arcs in D, (resp. D:) is at 
least 1 [d], I) (resp. ) Cd]: I), with equality if and only if D, (resp. D:) is a 
forest. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 1.3 and a well known 
theorem on graphs that states an undirected, loopless graph with e edges, u 
vertices, and c components satisfies e> u - c, with equality if and only if 
the graph is a forest. See Bollobas [3, p. 81. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. (i) + (ii). Assume 0: is a forest. By (2.16) the 
number of elements of Sd that are not arcs in 0: is equal to 
dim( W, n Ker(p:)), and by Lemma 2.19, the number of elements that are 
arcs is equal to 1 [d] 7 1. In particular (2.23) forms a basis for WI. Now fix 
any h E [d]. Applying Lemma 2.15 to (2.23) the image of W, under php,! 
has dimension 1 or 0, depending on whether h E Cd],? or not. In particular, 
(2.6) implies php:(ev -eji) is a scalar multiple of php:(e,, - eM)) for all i, 
jE [d]. Since by (2.3)(2.5) we have 
PhP?(eg-eji)= C C xOY07Cr(Pij(X9 Y)-pji(x9 Y)) (2’25) 
XEX YCX 
Lx, P) E Rh 
Ph PF(e0h - eh0) = C c XOYO~l,(X-Y) (2.26) 
x E x YCX 
c.5 Y) E Rh 
we conclude (ii) holds for all x, y E X with (x, y) E R,. Since h was arbitrary 
(ii) follows. 
(ii) + (iii). Pick any x, y E X and i, je [d], and suppose (x, y) E Rh 
for some h E [d]. Let A be a scalar where 
Rt(Pij(X9 Y)-pji(x, Y)) = Ann,(x- Y). (2.27) 
Computing the inner product of each side with rrr(x), we find 
pij(c,(i) - c,(j)) = 41 -c,(h)). 
In particular, either h 4 Cd]:, in which case both sides of (2.27) vanishes, 
or I is determined by h, i, and j, allowing us to write 1= Izs. By (2.25) and 
(2.26) we conclude 
Ph p:(e,i _ eji) = ;iiphP:(e”h - ehO) if hE [d]: 
otherwise. 
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Since (2.10) implies pJe,, - ehO) = e Oh - ehO for all h E [d], and since 
Chs rd, p,, is the identity map, we find 
n% - eji) = C PhPTYev -e,J 
heLdI 
= C PhPT(eri -e,J 
hc Cdl: 
= C 4p.?(eoh -ed. 
h E Cdl: 
In particular the image of W, under p: is contained in the subspace F,, 
from (2.21). By the paragraph following that line we conclude G(t) is the 0 
matrix. 
(iii) + (i). By the proof of Theorem 2.3, G(t) = 0 implies the image of 
WI under p: is contained in F,. By (2.21), F, has dimension = 1 [d]: 1, so 
dim(Ker(p,?) n IV,), that is the number of vectors on the right in (2.16), is 
at least 1 H, 1 - 1 [d]: I. This means 0: has at most I [d]: I arcs. By 
Lemma 2.19, Df’ has at least that many, giving equality, and making 0: a 
forest. 
The last statement in Theorem 2.5 follows from Lemma 1.3 and the fact 
that rc,(x) = n,(y) for all x, y ((x, y) E R,,) if and only if c,(h) = 1. 1 
The proof of Theorem 2.6 is entirely analogous so we omit it. In the next 
section we specialize to P-polynomial schemes, and show all representation 
diagrams that are trees are actually paths. This is a consequence of 
Theorem 3.3. 
3. P- AND Q-POLYNOMIAL SCHEMES 
In this section we improve on Theorem 2.5 in the case of P-polynomial 
schemes. In Theorem 3.3 we show that apart from the O-node, there is at 
most one leaf in any connected representation diagram of a P-polynomial 
scheme. In our last result, Theorem 3.4, we give a short proof of Leonard’s 
theorem [S] using the matrix G(t) from Definition 2.2. We first review a 
few facts about P-polynomial schemes. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A scheme Y is called P-polynomial if some intersection 
diagram of Y is a path, and Q-polynomial if some representation diagram is 
a path. (See Bannai and Ito [l, p. 1881 for a more standard, but 
equivalent, definition.) We note the concept of a P-polynomial scheme and 
a distance-regular graph are equivalent. 
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In a P-polynomial (resp. Q-polynomial) scheme, we shall always assume 
the association classes are labelled so D, is a path (resp. the primitive 
idempotents are labelled so 0: is a path) in which the nodes i - 1 and i are 
adjacent for all i (1 < i G d). 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let Y = (X, { Ri}, 0 < i < d) be a P-polynomial scheme. 
For any is [d], denote by ci, ai, and bi the intersection numbers ~f,~-~, 
Pl,i, and p’l,i+ 1, respectively. We note b0 is just k,, which we shall now 
denote by just k. By Biggs [2, p. 1371, the constants {ci, ai, bi 1 ie [d]} 
determine all the intersection numbers. One example we will need is 
pi,i- 1 = Cc 'Ci(Ui + Ui- 1 - Ul) (1 <i<d). (3.1) 
This can be readily verified, or see Terwilliger [14]. We will also need the 
following standard results. 
k = ci + ui + bi UE Cd) (3.2) 
kc,(i)c,(l)=c,c,(i-l)+u,c,(i)+b,c,(i+l) (i, tE Cd]). (3.3) 
We note an inductive argument based on i in (3.3) shows c,(i) and c,(i + 1) 
are never both 0 (i, t E Cd]), forcing c,(d) #O for all r E [d]. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let Y = (X, {Ri}, 0 < i < d) be a P-polynomial scheme 
and suppose some representation diagram 0: is connected. Then 0: has at 
most one leaf in addition to the O-node. In particular, if 0: is a tree, then it 
is a path, and hence Y is Q-polynomial. 
Proof: Let f (f # 0) be a leaf in D,?, and let h be the unique node 
adjacent tof: By (1.6) we have nE, . E,= q$Ef+ q$E,, so (1.5) implies 
4Ai) 4Ai) = d&i) + dflh(i) (i E Cdl ). (3.4) 
To simplify our notation, for o! = t, f, and h set c1= c,(i) = q@(i) m;‘, and 
also set a = qftrn;l and b = q&m,‘. Then (3.4) reduces to 
tifi = ufi + bh, (iE Cdl) (3.5) 
or 
hi = b-‘fi(ti -a) (iE Cdl). 
Setting i = 0 and 1 in (3.5) we find that b = 1 - a and 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
hl -fit1 
‘= h,-f, ’ 
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Replacing ai in (3.3) using (3.2) we get 
Ci(fY._ 1 -c(,) - bi(cri - tri+ 1) = k(a, - l)cc, (in [d], c( = h, f, or t). (3.8) 
Now setting i= 1 and d and a = f and t in (3.8) we obtain 
1 -f1 -b,(f1 -f2)=Wf1 - l)fl (3.9) 
Cd(fd&I -fcA=hfl - l)fd (3.10) 
1 -t, -b1(t, -t*)=k(t1 -l)t, (3.11) 
Cd(t&, - tJ=k(t, - l)f& (3.12) 
Setting a = h and i = 1 in (3.8), and using (3.6) with b = 1 -a on all but one 
hi term, we obtain 
Wl - lMf1t1 -flu) 
= -41 -fi -b,f, +b,f,)+ 1 -fit, -hfitl +&fit,. 
Eliminating both b, f2 terms using (3.9), combining a terms, and applying 
(3.7) we get 
fit -t, - b,(t, - td) + Mkfi + l)(fi - 1) + 1 
=u-1,(~1t, +f,t, -h, -t,). 
Now evaluate the first term using (3.11) to get 
(~-tz)(l-fl)=~fl(~ltl+fltl-~l-t2fl-t:+~2). (3.13) 
Next we set c1= h and i = d in (3.8), and eliminate hdP r and h,, using (3.6) 
to obtain 
-dcdfd- 1 - cdfd) + kf~ 1 td- 1 - Cdfdtd = k(hl - l)(fdtd -fda). 
Eliminating both cdfd- r terms using (3.10), combining a terms, and apply- 
ing (3.7) we get 
fdcd(td-1-td)-fdk(h,td+f,t,-hl-td-td-1fl+td-1))=0~ 
Evaluating the first term using (3.12) we get 
Now t, # 1 by Lemma 1.3, and fd #O by the note following (3.3). Hence 
h 
1 
=fi(t,--d-,)+td-l -tltd 
1 -t, 
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Evaluating h, in (3.13), using this, and simplifying, we obtain 
(fi -l)(kfi(tltd--ltd-flfd-l +td-, -t,+t:)+(l--*)(I--t,))=o. 
Since t2 and td are not 1 by Lemma 1.3, this quadratic equation infi does 
not vanish. In particular there is just one possible value for fi besides 1. 
Since the constants { ci( 1) 1 i E [d] } are distinct in any P-polynomial 
scheme (Bannai and Ito Cl, p. 365]), fi determines the node f: 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If X is represented by a set of unit vectors 
satisfying (l.lb(1.2) their Gramm matrix must be a scalar multiple of 
some primitive idempotent E, of zz’( Y) and hence we may view the 
underlying vector space U as V,. The conclusion now follows from 
Theorems 2.5 and 3.3. 1 
THEOREM 3.4 (Leonard [8]). The intersection numbers of a P- and 
Q-polynomial scheme Y are determined from five parameters. Writing ri for 
c1 (i) (i E [d] ), the intersection numbers of Y can be found from k, a2, r 1, r2, 
and r3 using 
(rl -ri-1)(r1 -b+J 
= (1 - ri)(r2 - ri) (l<i<d) (3.14) 
a,(rl -ri-1)(ri-ri+l) 
I 1 -ri 
= Ui- 1 
(rl -ri)(ri--2 -ri-~)-~~~+~~, -r2 + 1 
1 - ri- 1 1 
(1 <iid) (3.15) 
Ci(ri--, -ri+l) 
=k(r,ri -Fi+l)-Ui(Fi -F~+~) (1 <i<d) (3.16) 
bi = k - ai - ci (1 <i<d). (3.17) 
Proof. If Y is P- and Q-polynomial, by Bannai and Ito [ 1, p. 3651 we 
have ri #r, when i# j (i, jE Cd]), so if (3.14~(3.17) hold they do yield the 
constants Ci, Ui, bi (ie Cd]). Line (3.14) is just G(l),,i+,,,,i-1 =O 
(1 < i < d - 1) upon simplifying. Using (3.1) and (3.2), the equation 
G(l),,i-,,,,i =0 (ie Cd]) reduces to 
(FI -Fi-1)(F1 -Fi) 
1 -Fi 
(FI -Fi-l)(rl -ri) 
1 - Fi- 1 
+ri-I -r2 +a,(r, -r,)=O 
(1 <i<d). (3.18) 
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Combining (3.2) and (3.3), each with i= 1, we get 
a,(r, - rz) = kr: - kr, + r2 - 1 
Eliminating a, in (3.18), using this, and simplifying the aiP 1 and ai 
coefficients using (3.14), we obtain (3.15). Line (3.16) is just (3.3) upon 
replacing bi by k - ai - ci, and (3.17) is just (3.2). 1 
We note equations equivalent to (3.16)(3.19) have been solved by 
Bannai and Ito [l, p. 2601 to produce closed form expressions for the 
intersection numbers of P- and Q-polynomial schemes. 
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